We demonstrate global stability and bounded tracking for a class of model reference adaptive controllers (MRAC), in the presence of bounded disturbances and model errors.
Introduction
Model Reference Adaptive Control (MRAC) for poorly determined nonlinear systems subject to bounded disturbances has received considerable attention in the past decade.
One often encounters situations in dynamics and control where there exists a multitude of options to choose the displacement and velocity variables 1, 2 . Once such a choice is made we have a set of kinematic equation constraints relating these co-ordinates. Since these equations are exact we do not need to learn the parameters in these equations while controlling the system. Thus we present a mathematical structure for a class of dynamical systems wherein the learning is restricted to the acceleration differential equations retaining the exact kinematics 3,4 . The present study uses the ideas of Lyapunov optimal saturated controls in Ref. discusses the case wherein one deals with redundant/over actuation, the problem of having lesser number of actuators than the number of momentum states is discussed here.
SMRAC
We consider the tracking control of the following nonlinear plant governed by kinematic and momentum level equations
Note eq (1) exists as a set of exact differential equations and all the learning is in the set of equations contained in (2) . where 'p' is the number of actuators. We study the case when ' p < m ' . Note, the matrix B can however be made m m × by padding with appropriate number of zeros.
We need to determine the control In the present study applied to a high performance fighter aircraft we include/model all the exactly known nonlinearities due to kinematic coupling so that all the adaptation is restricted to the unmodelled aerodynamics thus providing a more exact mathematical model to work with. The above set of differential equations are then cast into a tracking problem and a Lyapunov function based nonlinear control law of the form
where G and ψ are functions of the tracking dynamics' states, the reference states and the 
Results
The results shown correspond to the following cases.
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